An online meeting of
Graduate Studies Committee
on Thursday 21 April 2022 at 10am

AGENDA A

01 Minutes of GSC of 24 March 2022
02 Matters arising
03 New validated course proposal: Master in Education Studies in Primary Mathematics Education (Online) from Marino Institute of Education – Dr Seán Delaney (MIE Registrar) to present
04 New course proposal: revised Professional Master of Education (Post Primary) (PME) - Prof. John Walsh, (School of Education) to present
05 New course proposal: MSc in Statistics and Sustainability, Prof. Caroline Brophy, (School of Computer Science and Statistics) to present
06 SATLE20 project: Co-designing a blended model of practice education – Prof. Yvonne Lynch et al (School of Clinical Speech & Language Studies)
07 SATLE20 project: Supporting Student Success Through Clinical Teacher Training - Ms Clare Whelan, Clinical Skills Tutor (School of Medicine)
08 Planned revisions to Research Handbook and Supervision Guidelines – Memo from Dean of Graduate Studies
09 Proposed Calendar III change for 2022/23 re Postgraduate Teaching Commitments – revised Calendar entry and Memo from Dean of Graduate Studies
10 Postgraduate renewal update: workplan for 2022/23 – Leona Coady, Programme Director, Postgraduate Renewal Programme, to report
11 Any Other Business

AGENDA B (for noting and approval)

12 Minor changes proposed to approved eight MCs - Memo from Dr Ruth Pritchard, Programme Director: Micro-credentials
13 Exam arrangements for Semester 2, and contingency dates - Memo from Jennifer Pepper, Director of Academic Registry & Gráinne de Bhulbh, Activity Lead, Assessment, Progression and Graduation in AR
14 Calendar part III track changes for 2022/23

AGENDA C (for noting)

15 Reminder: Development of postgraduate course proposals in 2022/23: submission of online intent form by 17 June 2022
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